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ALF’S 1940 Ford Tudor Standard 
by Randolph Hillier 

 
In 2015, I inherited my friend’s 1940 Ford. It is now part of my collection and I drive it as often as time and 
weather permit. As the vast majority of the restoration of this car was done by Alf, it would be only right that I 
recap his accomplishments based on a car club article published in an Alberta Pioneer Auto Club Newsletter. 
 

THE FIND 
Alf was driving his restored 41 Ford to an US Inter-
national Auto meet (1982) when he made a pit stop 
in Lincoln, Montana.  Upon seeing Alf’s car, a local 
approached him and asked whether he was interested 
in a Ford parked at his mom’s place.  Alf agreed to 
look at the car.  It was a 1940 Ford Tudor Standard 
similar to the 40 Ford his dad had owned.  Obviously 
Alf’s interest was piqued especially as it was a near 
rust free car and the asking price was $600.00.  The 
car was missing the engine, tranny, rad, some glass 

and other pieces but it was restorable.  Alf left a deposit and returned later with a trailer to take it home.  Alf 
was busy on another project so he had to store it on a farm until 1998. 
 

THE REBUILD 
Alf located and installed a later model flathead which lasted him for the rest of his life.  When I inherited the 
car, the engine had a number of issues.  Eventually I replaced the engine with a 51 Merc flathead which was 
rebuilt at a machine shop in Crossfield. 
 

As with most car restorers, Alf took advantage of the 
swap meets and flea markets to hunt down needed 
car parts.  A friend was restoring a car and was able 
to provide Alf with a much needed rad which fit in 
his 40 Ford.  The body work was done by Alf.  The 
car was painted in his garage by a car buddy from 
Crossfield. 
 

The car came with only one tail light on the driver 
side. Alf added the passenger side light fixture.  He 
also replace the newly painted headlight rings with 
chrome ones giving it that Ford Deluxe look.  The 
car was upholstered by a local shop and it is still in the car and wears well. 

 

THE 40 FORD NOW 
This Ford can often be seen, driven by me in and 
around Airdrie and vicinity, weather permitting.  It 
still draws lots of attention as it did in Alf’s time.  I 
have no hesitation at all in starting and driving the 
car.  The newly installed 51 Merc engine is a power-
ful flathead.  As a result, I ordered a MotiveGear 
Performance ring and pinion which sits on my work-
bench as I wait for a Ford person who can install and 
set it up correctly.  
 

Keep a eye out for it if you are ever in the area. 
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ANTIQUE CAR BUD VASES 
by Randolph Hillier 

When I had progressed to restoring the interior of my 1928 Lasalle five passenger coupe, my research 
from auto books, and letters to owners of Cadillacs and Lasalle as there was no Internet revealed my paucity 
of interior essentials. It wasn’t a shock as there was no interior in the wreck except for part of the rear curtain 
and part of a hand strap on the passenger side post. 

      Interior parts such as corner lights, dome light, 
side curtains and of course the very rare bud vases 
were non existent. My search for the interior essen-
tials had to include auto swap meets. For example, 
bud vases when I did find any on swap meet tables 
were rarely in pairs, rarely with brackets and always 
out of my price range. 
      An article I found in Hemmings entitled Antique 
Auto Bud Vases on Display says it all especially the 
high quality found in the bud vases and their brack-
ets. The vases found in my search area had been 
picked over and the quality ones most likely ending 
up in private collections. 

The Hemmings article did explain the necessity 
of bud vases to hold fresh cut flowers or perfumed 
silk flowers in those closed body vehicles to reduce 
the smell, stink, whatever! Let your mind ponder that 
explanation for awhile then check your vehicle for 
air fresheners. 

I was fortunate to acquire through a car club 
buddy a matching pair of bud vases that did not re-
quire brackets. The vases had a hole in the upper 
back so they could be attached in the car. The vases 
in my Lasalle hold artificial flowers which reflect the 
location and usage of auto bud vases.  
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29 YEARS TO RESTORE 28 LASALLE FIVE PASSENGER COUPE 
by Randolph Hillier  

 
This basket case classic was purchased in 1990. The 
Lasalle was attractive as it was a classic with a 
303/90 degree eight cylinder engine. Sure it was 
rusty, sure it had an aluminum crankcase but it was a 
1928 classic. How many of them show up in one’s 
lifetime? 
 

This Lasalle had a production of only 1001 with five 
exported. The fact there was no wooden floor, roof or 
seats was not a deterrent. In addition the 20 inch disc 

wheels were even more rare than the car. I am still in 
need of a useable wheel. 
 

Over the decades the Lasalle came with me through 
the moves and struggles. Finding missing parts with 
no Internet was a challenge plus making parts or 
having them made and the chroming of over 500 
pieces takes time. 
 

I like my choice of colours, my paint job and it runs 
well! 

Apple Sauce For The Masses 
by Randolph Hillier 

 

The apple tree in my back yard produces small soft apples at the best of times. I let them fall and throw them in the green 
bin for pickup on Wednesday’s. For some unknown reason, this year the apple trees in this area of Alberta were prolific. 

The number of apples falling on the lawn or the landscaping rocks was disheartening for the wastage. What to do? What 
to do? 

The apples are not the type for apple pie or related baking so apple sauce it had to be. Now trying to peel these small 
treasures was out of the question. I have enough problems peeling Granny Smiths. So through trial and error, I came up with a 
useful method. 

I fill one of my large pots to the top then add a few more as they render down quite a bit.  After washing and draining, I 
put the pot on the counter and spread out newspaper beside the pot. In front of me is another large pot. I take each apple and 
cut off the bruising, split the apple in half and pull off the stem. In the other pot it goes. 

When all the apples are split, I put the pot on the large burner, add a medium glass of water and turn the burner on high. 
Once the pot begins to boil, I turn it down to near low, put on the lid and let it be. I will stir the pot as the lid drops down. 

As the apples soften I stir and mash them down. When they are finished boiling I move the pot over to the sink where I 
have the other large pot with a heavy duty stainless steel strainer on top. In go the cooked apples and I mash them down and 
around to remove as much pulp as possible. 

I put the apple sauce pot on the stove, put the left over apple skins, etc into the green bin and wash out the strainer. I usu-
ally add a half cup of sugar to the pot with some cinnamon and stir well. 

The apple sauce can be put in the fridge or be put in the freezer. No preservatives are added to my apple sauce. Con-
sumer’s opinion is that the apple sauce is tasty.  Enough said! 
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Two 1928 LaSalle Five Passenger Coupes 
by Randolph Hillier 

 

Correct me if I misinterpreted the information I read on the Internet. 
 

The Merrick Auto Museum from Alda, NE has con-
signed 100 antique vehicles to Sotheby’s Auction 
without reserve for October 10-11, 2019 in Hersey, 
Pennsylvania. 
 

My interest in this auction is not to buy one of those 
awesome vehicles but to learn the selling price of the 
1928 Lasalle Five Passenger Coupe by Fisher.  Why 
you ask?  I have the same vehicle and am damn 
nosey to learn what this restored museum vehicle 
will fetch. 

 

This museum vehicle is listed with Engine No. 
222238 and Body No. 606.  My Lasalle has Engine 
No. 220463 with Body No. 855.  There were only 
1001 of these vehicles produced with five being ex-
ported.  These Lasalles are rare classics indeed; it 
was only the second year for the 303-90 degree eight 
cylinder engine.  I might add that the wheel choices 
included wood spoke, wire wheels and solid disc 
wheels.  The museum Lasalle has the wood spoke 
wheels while my Lasalle has the more rare solid disc 
wheels.  Otherwise the Lasalle are very similar look-
ing.  The big difference for the buyer would be the 
originality of these two Lasalles. 
 

We might assume that the museum Lasalle is a re-
stored original.  The extent of the restoration if any would be required by the potential buyers.  My Lasalle on 
the other side of originality is a basket case restoration over thirty years. 
 

It would be a wonderful auction to attend for those people interested in brass era and classic cars. 

1965 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible Power Seat Upgrade 
by Randolph Hillier  

 
Another option available for Bonney was a bench seat power unit.  It was available on many GM vehicles. 
Hey, another upgrade for Bonney. Why not? 
 
On a road trip via Tilley, AB, my car buddy and his friend happened upon a junk yard with vehicles from the 
50s, 60s and 70s.  They made mental notes of the vintage cars with power seats.  A return trip in my truck 
with the three us resulted in a working bench seat from a 1971 Olds station wagon. 
 
Once that seat was at my house the power unit was dismantled, restored and attached to Bonney’s bench seat. 
The control switches were cut into Bonney’s seat trim and they looked great.  Bonney’s bench seat was then 
bolted back into position and the power unit connected. It works great! 


